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Survey Results 

Our primary means of communication with members is through the CALS 
listserv. Which features of the listserv do you find most useful?





What other features and/or types of information would you like to 
see the CALS listserv provide?

I would like to see the list serve's automatic "reply all" setting 
changed to an automatic "reply" [to just sender]. Please make this a 
priority change! People unsubscribe due to the "reply all" setting

Jobs

Opportunities for students (e.g. jobs, research, scholarships, etc.)

Major research funding awards received by CALS members

Anything that connects CALS and TALS members

Announcement for journal special issues CfP for special issues are always great to see; I also enjoy seeing 
celebratory messages of colleagues' awards, commendations, and 
achievements! I also enjoy seeing grant funding opportunities from time 
to time.

Other Association Corner (a more focused and 
streamlined way to receive or see information 
from other associations - jobs, conferences, etc.)

Announcements re: new hires in RLS at Canadian universities



We are in the process of updating the CALS website. Currently, we have 
information about CALS, the Board of Directors, and a link to the 

journal. What other information do you think should be on the website 
to better serve our membership?

Spaces for specific issues allowing discussions or question

Links to other leisure organization web sites around the world

It would be helpful to have past CALS 
conferences listed and also access to an e-copy 
of the proceedings from those conferences 
although these may be difficult to find now.

Funding options

A list of member institutions and 
what degree programs they provide -
could make searching for a program 
easier for students. As much 
information about conferences as 
possible.

Perhaps a blog section, where academics or practitioners 
are invited to provide a 1000 word story on a relevant 
topic, problem, etc



In addition to CALS, what other leisure-related organizations are you a 
member of or involved in? (Check all that apply)



What leisure-related conferences/events have you 
attended in the last 3 years? (Check all that apply)



Which of the following forms of social media do you think CALS should 
use to communicate with its membership? (Check all that apply)



Are you a...?



Which of the following CALS activities are of interest to you? (Check all 
that apply)



Do you have any suggestions for ways in which CALS could better serve 
you in the future (e.g., networking opportunities, advocacy, linking 

with other organizations)?

Networking opportunities

I URGE CALS to address the editorial leadership of its journal, Leisure/Loisir. I truly do appreciate the long service 
commitment of the longtime editor, but I'm afraid Leisure/Loisir has suffered tremendously under his leadership. 
Leisure/Loisir ought to be one of the top journals in the field, but because of its unacceptably long review period and 
its lack of interest in impact factor, it has become an afterthought, at best, for many scholars who largely choose to 
submit to other higher impact outlets. 

I'm not sure how others might feel about this because I am not currently working in Canada, but I would like to see a 
bit more collaboration between CALS and other organizations, specifically TALS. It seems that some things could be 
more efficient if done jointly.

Please do something about Leisure/Loisir. The amount of time it 
takes to get from submission to publication is unconscionable.



Best Practices 



Recommendations

1. A well-defined mission statement that is easily visible on the home screen of the website 

2. Membership information that makes it very easy for people to purchase online 

3. Events and conferences tab that outlines upcoming conference dates, call for papers, and 

photos of past conferences

4. Integrated social media on website that provides real time updates



1. A well-defined mission statement that is easily visible on the home 
screen of the website 

The purpose of the Society shall be to promote, stimulate, and 
encourage study, research, scholarly writing, and professional 
development in the area of sport management

The central purpose of the Academy is the intellectual 
advancement of leisure sciences

To encourage and support the development of leisure research 
and teaching through scholarly debate, the exchange of ideas 
and the publication of new knowledge, and through enhancing 
the profile of leisure studies, particularly in Australia and New 
Zealand



2. Membership information that makes it very easy for people to 
purchase online









3. Events and conferences tab that outlines upcoming conference 
dates, call for papers, and photos of past conferences 









4. Integrated social media on website that provides real time updates 
on tweets 



Recommendations for new website 



www.hostupon.com www.hostpapa.ca www.wix.com

BEST PLAN $3.95/mo $3.95/mo $7.00/mo

CANADIAN BASED YES YES NO

STORAGE SPACE UNLIMITED 100 GB 10 GB 

DOMAIN REGISTRATION, 
UNLIMITED EMAIL 
ACCOUNTS, UNLIMITED 
BANDWIDTH 

YES YES YES


